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ACQUISITIONS 
Over the past six to eight years, econom;.s.ts h h 

.... ave s Own increasing 

interest in modeling the choice problem confronting indiViduals 

engaged in illegal. aetivities. A b f f 
num er 0' actors are responsible for 

~his new found interest, not the 1 
east of which are the lack of progress 

On the part of criminologists in 'd' 
pr0v~ ~ng a systematic framework for 

an~lyzing criminal activity, and the belated 
recognition by economists 

that the choice theoretic models of microec.ono:nu.'cs 
afford a particularly 

useful ~tru~ture for such an analysi~. 
~., 

Criminologists have approachT~(the task of explaining illegal 

activity by attempting to determine those psychological and/or physio-

logical factors that are um.· .. que to cr;m;nals·. h' 
~ ~ T ~s has led criminolo-

gists to study the social. bac~grounds and behavior patterns of individual. " 

criminals in the hope of identifying a common s'et of "characteristics . 

which underpin criminal behav;or. S h 
~ uc an essentially inductive approach 

to model building will not in general lead to testable models of criminal 

behavior. 

On the other hand, economic models of criminal behavior 
take as 

give~ those influences in the personal and 
social backgrounds of indi-

viduals that determine 11 

respect for 1a1v," proclivit.ies to Violence, pre-

ferences for risk and other behavioral characteristics held to be deter

mipants of criminality. These models a:rl1e bas.ed 
u upon characteristics of 
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individuals which are alleged to be cqnwon not only to large classes (/;01: 
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offenders, ?ut to large classes of economic agents in. general. In a sen;:' 

tence, the models of economic choice th,eory, of which the criminal choice 

is a special case, hypothesize: that all individuals, criminal and non

criminal alike, respond to incentives;' and if the costs and benefits as

sociated with an action change, the agent's choices are also likely to 

change 0 More specifically, these mO,dels postru.:~te that the decision to 

commit 'an illegal act is reached via an egocentric cost-penefit ana1ysis~ 

As is implicit in this statement, the expected benefits and costs associ

ated with an illegal act may contain both monetary' and psychic elements. 

But by treating the individual's "taste for crime" as a datum, one may 

build a theory of criminal behavior based upon the opportunities con-

fronting the potential Offender. 

In what follows we construct :four rather broad. classes of models of 

crimi}:lal behavior and analyze the~~properties of each, class with special 

emphasis on testable implications 0 The usefulness Of this approach 

lies in the fact th.at all models of the economic literature wirth which 
II 

we are familiar belong to one of the classes.
l 

We find rather dramatic 

differences in implications across classes with what at first blush may 

appear to be small differences in model stTucture. 
1/ . 

A BRIEF SURVEY OF THE 'LITERATURE 

Perusal of the economic literature indicates two distinct approaches 

to mr.>deling. the offense decision. 'Phe first approach is essent,ial1y a 

lWe are referring here to thech'etical models based upon" the. indi
vidual' as the decisionuni t, not empirical models. :Oy far the grea.-tes,!; 
numger of papers dealirr~ with criminal bel1avio:: have bee~ empirical. in 
focus. These papers us,ually begin by postulat~ngthe e:>asten.ce of ag
grega:te.offepse· functions with certain pla.usible, but nonetheless ad 
hocpro1?erties~ 
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po:rt,folio approach in which the agent makes a decision as to what por

tion of his wealth to put at risk in a criminal activity. The second 

approach~,as been to view the ,offense decision as a time allocation 

problem. The papers of Allingham and Sandmo (1972), Kolm (1973), and 

Singh (1973) have treated the offense de.cision as portfolio decisions. 2 
(f 
II 

Such a tack is permissable only in so far'\\as all consequences of the 

illegal activity in question may be expt'cssed in purely 17I0ncd;ary 

terms. Becaus~ each of these papers addresses the question of income 

tax evasion, there w6uld seem to be little doubt that benefits frQ~ 

the illegal activity are purely monetary ~n nature. But although the 

penalty for unsucceRsful evasion is altnost inevitably a fine, it is 

doubtful whather the total cost of unsuccessful evasion is the fine, 

~ince the convicted evader may experience s~gnificant non-monetary 

costs in the form of loss of respectability, reputation, etc. To the 

extent that this is'the case, it will be inappropriate to employ the 

f 1 · . f' . 3 port 0 10 spec1 1cat10n. In addition, to the extent that the illegal 

activity in question.is time consuming, it again will be inappropriate 

to model the decision problem as a choice Qver wealth orderings. The 

fact that an illegal activity is time consuming, means that the offense 

decision problem is formally a labor supply problem with uncertain con-

. 4 sequences. And given the set of time consuming illegal activities, 

2Inthis paper ve use the terminology portfolio problem or portfolio 
decision to designate a decision problem with uncertain consequences in 
""hich all "costs" and all "benefitsll are pe<nmiary. 

3Allingham and Sandmo acknmvledge this point and devote a section of 
their paper to a model which' incorporates non-monetary attr'ibutes of 
unsuccessful tax evasion. 

4See Block and Heil}~ke (1973) for an analysis of the labor supply 
decision when re"tilrns are s tochas tic. . 
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the more interesting questions, both from the point of view of ec.onoInic 

theory and of sodal policy, would seem to be those concerned with the 

factors responsible .for the individual's time allocation between legal 

and illegal activities and how responsive the' individual is to changes 

in these factors. The point is that, except for carefully selected i1-

legal acts, the offense dedsion is most appropriately model~d as a time 

allocatibn problem into which the psychic costs ana benefits associated 

with criminal activity have been explicitly incorporated. 

A second group of papers addressing the criminal choice, the 

papers of Bec~er (1968), Block and Heineke (1975a), Ehrlich (1970, 1973), 

and Sjoquist (1973), all view the criminal choice problem as a time al-

location problem and to one degree or another acknowledge the role of non-· 

monetary costs and returns in the offender's dedsion problem. But. al-

though each of these a1,lthors claims to recognize both the time alloca

tive aspects of the problem and the non-monetary aspects of the penalty 

if unsuccessful, the qualitative implications <?f these models differ sub-

stantially. The cause of such variation between models is of consider-

able interest both theoretically and practically and is examined at some: 

length in what follows. Briefly, the differences between these models 

are a result of specialized assumptions (some explicit, some implicit) 

concerning either the amount of time devoted to leisure or the role of' 

non-monetary (psychic) attributes, or both .. We. proceed by presenting a 

series of models into vThich an increasing n:umber of characteristics of. 

the criminal choice are incorporated. Short?~'omings of the various spec-

ifications and differences in implications are noted at each step. \\Te 

beginwHjh a simple "portfolio" model. 
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MODEL, I - THE SIMPI.JE PURTFOLIO NODEL 

Consider an individual ,with an exogenous income confronted with 

the problem of dec'l<fing what portion of this income to allocate to 
,', 

illegal activity"\(the ris,!ty asset). 
. 

The following definitions will be 

used: 

w: actual income 

wo
: wealth or exogenous income 

U(H) 

x 

gex;a) ., 

f\x;S) 

p 

w s 

W 
u 

the individual's von Neumann~Morgenstern utility funceion, 
''..' 

Uw > 0, Uww < 0 

the proportion ofWOto be allocated to illegal activity, 
o < x < 1 

the increase in income if the illegal,endeavor is successful; 
a is a shift parameter. 

the monetary penalty if the illegal endeavor is unsuccessful; 
. S is a shift parameter. 

the probability that the illegal endeavor is unsuccessful 

the i~jividual's income if the illegal endeavor is successful; 
Ws 5 W + g(x;a) 

the individual's income if the illegal endeavor is unsuccessful;' 
W '5 WO + gex;a) - fex;S) 

u 

If apprehended the individual~s income is reduced by the amount fex;S), 

> where fex;S) < g(x;a). To carry out an analysis of: the agent's decision 

it is necessary to adopt certain conventions concerning the functions 

g(o) and f (0) 0 These are 

g'( 0) > 0, x > 0 g (.) 0, x ,- 0 

f(·»O, x > 0 f (.) = 0, x = 0 

gx > 0 'g > 0; gxa > 0 a 
f > 0 f8 > 0; f > 0 

X xj3 

, 

", 
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These conditions are obvious: Gains and losses from illegal activity (i) 
, 

are non-negative; (ii) are increasing functions Qf the amount at risk; 

and (iii) are increasing functions of the shift parameters a and !3 , for 

given values of Finally, increases in the shift parameters a and !3 

are defined to increase not only total gains and total losses, ga > 0, 

f > a,but also marginal gains and marginal losses, g > a, f . > a. 
S xa x!3 

Adopting this framework, the agents' expecte.d utility is: 5 

(1) . EU(W) = (l-p)U(W ) + pU(W ) 
s, u 

For the agent to devote some, but not,all, of his income to illegal 

activity there must be an XO such that 

(2) (l-p)U' (Ws ) g +pU' (W ) (g - f ) = a 
. . x u x. x 

It is 'straight forward to interpret these conditions when (2) holds 

as a strict inequality and either XO = a or X
O = 1. We leave this to 

a 
the interested reader and assume a <. x < I. 

The questions of interest here are the responses of the equilibrium 

portion of income devoted to illegal activity, Xo ,. to changes in th.e, 

several parameters in the model. These are listed next: 

(3) ax 0 

= 
awo 

«(I-p) U" (W ) g +. pU" (W ) (g - f » / J
l

o 
s x u x x 

(A), ax a 
= aa 
I-I 

(5) ax 0 

= as 
(p«gx - f) U"(W)fo + U'(N)f o»/J

l
o 

x u ~ u x~ 

ax 0 

ap 
(U" (Iv ) g - u' (W ) (g. - f )) / J 0 

S x u x X 1 

5InwhatfollOYlS VoTe assume that all functions possess continuous deriva
tiv~s of sufficient order to permit the analysis and that regulari ~n
ternal maxima exist for eac~ model. 

, . ,':-;::?:::; ., "",'- ,. ~".' 
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Finally define axo/ay to be the change inxq due to a shift iri the penalty. func-

t;l.oh and a corresponding change inp such that the expected loss remains unchanged. 

'that is, ax,o/ay == (axo/a}3'), given d(pf) =. O. Now d(pf) = p(fxdt::+ fSdS) + 

fdp = 0, so that a (pf)/as = pfS + f(ap/as) = 0; which implies 'dp/as = 

-(pfS If). Therefore,_ 

(7) 
= 

= 

In equations (3) (7) the symbol J ° represents the Jacobian associated 
1 

° with equilibrium condition (2), evaluated at x , and is negative by 

hypothesis. -Defining the Arrow-Pratt measure of absolute risk aver-

sion as R(W) :: -:U"/U' and, keeping in mind that we have assumed the 

potential offender to be risk averse, we adopt the usual assumptio~ that 

aRjaw <0. It can be shown (see Appendix) that the model possesses the 

following qualitative properties: 

'(3' ) axo 

iH"o 
> 0 

The individual invests a larger portion of his income in illegal endeavors 

the wealthier he is. 

(4' ) 
> 0 

Increases in the returns to illegal activity, increase the income alloca-

tion to these activities. 

(5' ) 
< 0 
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Increases in the costs of engaging in illegal activity cause dect.eases in' the 

allocation to these activities. 

(6' ) o ax 
ap < 0 

Increases in the probability of "failure" cause decreases in the alloca

tion to illegal activity. And finally, if f(x;~) is separabl; 

(7') 
< 0 

Compensated increases in the penalty which leave expected losses unchanged, 

decrease the allocation to illegal activity. This is equivalent, by 

equatiOn (7), to saying that proportional increases in punishment 

(loss) deter illegal activity to a greater extent then do equi-propor-

tiona I increases in the probability of apprehension. It can also.be 

shown [see Block and Reineke (1975a)], that equation (7) is equivalent 

to measuring the allocative effect of a mean preserving change in the 

dispersion.of returns. Since-mean preserving increases in S increase 

the dispersion of returns to illegal endeavors, equation (7') may 

be interpreted as implying that increases in the amount of uncertainty 

surrounding returns to illegal activity will decrease the income allocated 

to these activities. 

/SHere we use "separabh~" in the 'sense, that f(x; S ) = fl (x)f2(B). It does not' 
seem to be possible to estabJ,ish (7') without restricting fC·).' Re~ 
suIts of this type.reported in the l~ter~~ureate usually obtained under 
the strong assumptl.On that f(x;S) = Bx,:J..e.-, fl (x) = x and f 2(S) ;::: B. Also 
note that if Fe define n = fx(X/f) as the elasticJ.ty of th~ penalty w.r.t. 
changes in the inc;ome allocation, then an/as = Ois qualitatively 
equivalent to the condition f(x;6) = f (x)f (8). Intact, 1as lo~g 
as s'~ifts in the penalty function do n6t re§ult in d~creases in 11, ine...., 
quali\ty (7') wil.lholdF' 

/) 
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A number of points are of interest here: Fixst, qualitative pesults 

(5'), (6'), and (7') depend only upon risk avexsion and the fact that 

the individual allocates some but not all of his income to illegal acti-

o < 1 7 vittes, i.e., 0 ~ x . Results (3') and (4') require in addition 

the hypothesis of decreasing absolute risk aversion. Second, inequalities 

(4 1
) - (7') are the formal underpinning of any unambiguous economic theory 

of deterrence. These inequalities tell us that increases in gains always 

increase criminal activity, while increases in costs always decrease 

criminal activity. In addition, either increases in the probability of 

failure or increases in the amount of uncertainty surrounding returns 

will as~uredly decreqse the resources being allocated to criminal activity. 

Third, although the return and loss functions of Model 1 are quite general, 

it must be kept in mind that these functions contain only monetary gains 

and losses and hence the model will be strictly ,applicable only when all 

returns and all costs from engaging in the illegal activity are monetary 

in nature. This implies that there are no non-monetary consequences"of 

the ~ep'alty if a failure occurs and also that the activity in question 

does not entail a significant 1I1abor" input, which would introduce ele

'ments of a time allocation problem. 

One interesting application of this model has been to the problem 

of optimal under-reporting of income to the tax authorities. In this 

case the labor input tends to be insignificant and tne,psychic costs as-
'.; 

7 In addition to risk aversion, (7!) requires the penalty function to be 
separable in the sense of f.n.6. 
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sociated with conviction for tax fraud may, in many groups, be reJ.atively 

small. As we poted above, this is the problem treated in the Allingham 

and Sandmo, Kolrn, and Singh papers. But, if we are to have a broadly 

applicable theory, non-monetary characteristics of illegal activity must 

be accounted for. 8 

MODEL II - PORTFOLIO MODELS OF TIME ALLOCATION 

The models presen~ed in this section address in a particular 

manner, the question of the dete.rminants o,f the allocation of time 

between legal and illegal activity. As we po ted at the outset, the 

term "p?rtfolio model" is used in this paper to denote that class 

of models in which all returns and costs are monetary. So "a port-

folio model of time. allocation" is a non sequitor to the eX,tent that 

8 
If the agent prefers risk ahd the symmetric hypothesis of increasing 
risk preference is adopted, -aR/aW>O, it can be shown (see Appendix) 

that (3") axo (4") axo > (6") axo < 0 
awo > 0 aCt. 0 ap 

as before; and that 

(7") o 
~ 
ay 

> 0 

whenever the genalty function is separable. In fact, under the conditions 
" 0 of model I,ax lay > 0 iff u" > 0 and ax lay < 0 iff u" < O. It is interes-

ting to observe that whether the agent is risk averse or risk preferring, 
increases in wealth result in an increased portion of that wealth being 
d~voted td illegal activity. Increased pay offs also result in in-
creased allocations to illegal endeavors independent of the agent's 
behavior toward risk. in addition, increases in the probability of 
failure results in decreased illegal allocations independent of risk 
behavior. The only. result which do~s not carryover from the risk 
aversion case is the response of'xo to changes in the penalty, axo/ae. 
The reason is obvious: Positive shifts in the penalty function 
decrease. mean returns and increase the dispersion of returns; on the . 
one hand making ):heagent: worse off, and OJ] the other hand better off. 
It is not possible to determine the n~t effect, 
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uwork," be it legal or illegal, is disagreeable, i.e., involves 

psychic costs. This fact helps explain why authors yho have utilized 

models of: this sort (see Becker (1968),Ehrlich (1970,1973) and 

Sjoquist (19...73», have justif:ied their approach by including in the 

gain an.d loss functions of theil' models both monetary returns and 

the Ifmonetary or wealth equivalent" of: any psychic gains or losses o 

It is shown below that implicit 'in the models of: these authors are 
Ii 

rather strong restrictions on the functional form of the monetary 

equivalents of: effort and penalties and hence on the preferences of: 

offenders. iole first digress to explore the formal structure of mone-

tary equivalence and then establish the precise nature of these re-

strictions. A generalized version of the Becker-Ehrlich-Sjoquist 

~O,de+s is then presented •. 

A Digression on Monetary Equivalences 

Two points are of interest here: (1) Questions concerning the 

existence of monetary equiValents of the psychi~ costs of the effort 

and penalty attributes of an offense; and (2) questions concerning the 

f:orm of "total" (monetary plus psychic) return and "total" cost' func-

. tions, assuming the appropriate monetary equivalents exist. The first 

quest~on has been discussed in some detail in Block and Reineke (1975a) 

and in BJ,ock and Lind (1975) 0 For our: purposes here it will" suffice 

to merely sketch the monetary equivalent argument in enough detail to 

indicate that it is not generally true that monetary equivalents exist 
. 

to labor and penalty attributes of an offense. 

To begin, it should be noted that there is agreement in the 

literature that models of the, offense decision must in general acco.unt 
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for non-monetary costs in both 'the time allocation ai'1d pen~J.ty aspects 

of the Q.~oision. In other words, there is agreement that the ~derlying 

von Neumann-Morgenstern utility funct~on is of the form Z(t
l

, t
2

, S, ,,1) 

where tl and t2 represent the time allocated to legal and illegal activi

ty , respectively, and S rep.resents a vector of at'liributes of the penalty 
, " 

(the length of sentence, loss of reputation, and so on). 

To proceed, consider an individual with income W, who allocates 

tl "hours" to legal activity, t2 "hours" to illegal activity and suffers 

penalty S if unsuccess'ful. For the inc1i vidual in 'luestion, a monetary 

e'lui valent to this effort allocation and penalty exists if and only if 

there exists an income level sufficiently low, say W*, 50 that the in-

dividual is indifferent between this income with 110 penalty and no "work" 

aqd the given effort allocation, income and penalty. Formally, if there 

exists a wealth level, W*, such that 

then W - W* is the monetary equivalent of t "hours" of legal activity, 
1 

t2 "hours" of illegal activity, 'and a penalty of severity S. Clearly, 

existence of such an equivalence will depend upon the tastes and pre-

'ferences of the particular offender and there is no reason to expect 

it to exist in general. If, for example, for a particular effort allo-

<:rition and penalty the marginal rate of substitution between income 

and either t
l

, or t2 or S is infinite, then no monetary equivalent 

exists at that point. Or one could ask whether for arty given e~fort 
. 

allocation there exists a reduction in income to say W such Xhat the 

" 
agent is indifferent between (t

1
,t

2
,O,H) and (tl' t 2 , S,W). Of course 

{I 
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this depends upon the given effort allocation, the severity of the 

penalty and the agerit) s income.. If the penalty is sufficiently severe 

~i1d/ or the discounted value of the agent's lifetime income is suff:icent.1y 

low, a monetary equivalent to the penalty will not exist. If \\1 repre-

sents discount~d lifetime earnings, then no monetary equivalent to the 
. '" ~ 

penalty Sexists vrhenever W =' W > Ii. As the discussion and examples 

indicate, monetary equivalents to psychic costs may not exist. 

From equality (8), if an income level W* exists such that 

Z(tl ,t2 ,S,W) = Z(O,O,O,W*) then W - W* is the monetary equivalent of 

the tlstat~ of the world tl (t1,tz;S,W) and is a function of t 1 ,t2,S and W. 

DeSignating this function as C("), we may write W* ~ W - C(tl,tz'S,W). 

Defining Z(O,O,O,W*) == V(W*), we have V(W*):: V(W - C(tl,tz'S,W» which 

i,s the formal justification for collapsing all arguments of the multi-

attibute utility function Z(·) into one attribute. To summarize, 

the monetary equivalent approach to modeling the offense decision 

implies that tlreturntl and tlcost tl functions into. which bptn mone-

ary and non-monetary returns have been aggregated (via monetary 

equivalents) will be functions of t l , t z ' Sand W. That is, the 

function W - W* :: C(·) is in general a function of each argument 

entering the utility function Z(·). 

To draw out the implications of this discussion for modeling 

the criminal choice we define the follmving functions: 

the monetary return resulting from t2 "hours" of 
ille~al activity; G2 > o~ Ga > 0 and GZa > 0. 

the monetary penalty resulting from t2 
illegal activity, if the indiv±tJual is 
and convicted; F2 >0, Fa >.0 and F2B > 

"hOt.1TS·," of 
appreh~nded 
o. 

':.t, 
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L t1 'ilIJ.l): the monetary return resulting 
I'~gal activity; Ll > 0';::"0 :;.-

W: 
s W

O 
+ L(tl;o )"+ G(t

2
;a) 

l~": \~ - F(t2~13 ) 
u s 

from t "houts II of. 
o and tlO > O. 

where the symbols ct, 8 and 0 represent shift parameters in t!le respec-

t ' f ' 9 I ' 1 ~ve unct~ons. t ~s a so helpful to "dis aggregate" C(t
l

, t
2

, S, \~) 

.. c· 

" h I 2 3 ~nto t e functions C (tl , t 2 , S, W), C (t
l

, t
2

, S, W) and C (t
l

, t
2

, S, W), 

the monetary equivalents of the psychic, costs of legal activity, illegal 

activity and the penalty, respectively; and to define E(t
l

, t
2

, S, W) _ 

1 - _ ·2 -
L(tl;O) - C (.), G(t

1
,t2 ,S,W) = G(t 2;a) - C C·) and F(t

l
,t

2
,S,W) = 

3 
F(t.2 ; S) + C C·) as the "total" return functions for legal and illegal 

activity and the "total" cost of the penalty, respectively. These 

are'''total" return and cost functions in the sense that the mone-

tary equivalents of the psychic costs of "labor" have been netted out 

of L(') and G(') and the monetary equivalent of psychic costs of the 

penalty hPs been added to the monetary penalty, F(·). Once this has 

been accomplished the problem 

(9) 

9He should indica'te here that the "failure state,I,1 Wu ' might be charac
terized either as {WO +L+G-FiP} or as {Wo+L-F;p} , .depending upon the 
disposition of G when the individual is captured, ~moregeneral fail
ure state can be obtained by defining the random variable Y,'O ~YS1, 
with distribution function K(y), to be the ,portion of G the offerl'der " 
manages to retain if captured. Then \01 b'~comes {ll+L+ ;:YG-.F; p}, which 
reduces to the above special CD-se.s wheN y= 1 and whem y::; O. See Heineke 
(1975) for more detail. ' 

1"-\./ 
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. . 10 
is equivalent to the problem 

PORTFOLIO MODELS OF TIME ALLOCATION - CONTINUED 

J 
/ 

In this section two models arc analyzed. Both are special cases 

of the model given' p's (10) above and are essentially generalized 

versions of the models presented by Becker, Ehrlich and Sjoquist. 

The first case of interest occurs wften the monetary equivalent of 

legal activity is restricted to depend only upon tl and the monetary 

equivalents of illegal activity and the penalty are restricted to 

Formally, this means that the functions C
1
(.), C

2 
,depend- only upon t

2
• 

312 (.) andC (o)above reduce to C (t
l
), C (t

2
) 3 and C (t 2) and hence 

'''total'' return and "total" cost functions are L(t
l
; 0), 

- .:- 11 
G(t 2; a) and F(t2~ B). This will be the case when, for 

example, the monetary equivalent of t2 "hours II of illegal activity is 

indepenoent of (i) the amount of time the agent spends in legal 

activity, (ii) the attributes of the pepalty, S, and (iii) the wealth 

position of the agent. 
I' 
'\ 
i\ 
!/ 

l 

lOSee Block ~nd Heineke (1974, 1975a) for m9re d~tail. 

l~lore precisely, L(t
l

, 6) :: L(t 1 , 0) - Cl(Cl ), G(t 2 ; a) -

G(t
2
;a)':::" C2(t

2
) j ~(t2; B) :: F(t 2; B) - C

3
(t 2)· 
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Under these conditions the problem is to maximize (l-p)V(\v ) + 
s· 12 

pV(\vu) with respect to tl and t21) subject to the constra~nt tl + t2 ~ t~ 

Necessary conditions for an internal maximum are 

(ll) 

(l-p)V' (lY )GZ + pV' (H ) (G - F ) = 0 
s ·u 2 2 

The first equation in (11) provides a hint as to the consequences of 

the specialized monetary equivalents_ ~r particular, notice that this 

. 1 
equation holds only if Ll = 0 0 Therefore if C(o) depends only upon tl 

and c2 (.) and C3(0) depend only upont
2

, the individual'S time alloca

tion to legal activities will be independent of his wealth and indepen--

dent of all attributes of the penalty_ It is also clear from this equa-

ticn that the uncertainty surrounding returns to illegal activities has 

'absolutely no effect on the time allocated to legal endeavors. So no 

matter what the agent's wealth may be, no matter how high returns to 

illegal endeavors, how low is the penalty or how unlikely is apprehension, 

model II always yields the same allocation of time to legal activity. 

Since these prop~rties of model II are of a global nature in that, as lQng 
o - 0' 

as 0 < tl < t, tl remains unchanged wha tever the values of p, Wo, 

C(o) and FC-), it follows that the analagous marginal effects are 

zero. These results plus other comparative static properties of the 

12A'nd of '0 i course t >,,~, 
i - <"1· 

= 1,2. 

<: 
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mod~l are presented next. The symbol is used to represent the 

Jacobian associated with o ·0 system (11) evaluated at (t
l

, t 2), the 

equilibrium allocation. The elements of J~ are denoted Dij , i,j = 1,2. 

(12) 
J:.' 

Changes in the probability of apprehension have no effect on the ttme 

allocated to legal activity, while increases in this parameter will 

deter participation in illegal activities. 

Whether the individual is risk averse, risk neutral or prefers risi\!, 

exogenous changes in wealth will have no effect on the time allocated 

to legal activities. On the other hand, if the individual is risk 

averse and displays decreasing absolute risk aversion or prefers .. 

risk and displays increasing absolute risk preference, (-aR/at.;r > 6); 

participation rates in illegal activities will increase with wealth 

levels. 

(14) 

(14') 

(14") 

Changes in the returns to ,illegal endeavors have no effect on labor 

force participation rates, although decreasing absolute risk aversion 

implies the parti'cipation rate in illegal endeavors Hill increase '-lith 

increases in returns. ."c 

(15) at~/aS = 0 

. (15') at~/a8 :::: pDll (V' (Wu)F 2S + ~aV" (tv) (G 2 - F2» I JO 
2 

(15") , at~/a8 < 0 

Increasing the severity of j~he penalty for unsuccessful illegal acts 

will not affect the tl decision, but will deter criminal activity. 

It should -be kept in mind here, that the penalty function F(t2 ; S) . . . 

measures only the level of monetary costs plus those non-mclnetary 

costs that depend upon t2 alone. All other attributes of the 

punishm~nt, S, are treated as parameters in F(')' 

(16) 

(16 11
) iff 

> " 14 
U" (\<1) 0 

< 

13 . 
See equation (7) above. 

14· <-This follows if F(') is separable i~ the sens~ of footriote 6 above. 
\\ 
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Mean preserving i~creases in the dispersion of returns to illegal 

act:Lvity will have no affect on the tl decision. But if the pen~lty 

function is separable, such 5~hanges decrease, leave unchanged or 

increase~ parddpa:Mon in illegitimate activities if and only if the 
I 

agent is risk averse, risk neutral or prefers' risk, respectively. 

(17) at~/do = - D22 (aEV/aWo )LlO / J~ .. 
<:" , 

(17') at~lao > 0 

(18') dt~/dO > 0 15 

Finally~ increases in the returns to legal activity increase partici-

pat ion rates in both legal and illegal activity. Legal and illegal 

activities are gross complements! 

To 'be sure we are not accustomed to finding so many unambiguous 

qualitative results in the models of economic choice 'theory. These' 

~" 

resuits stem from the independence of the markets for legal and illegal 

activi,ties which is implied by the special nature of the monetary 

equi,Valences we have used. Of course system (11) is not a system of 

simultaneous equations, but rather a 'recursive system in which legal 

'activity decisions are made and then, given t~, the allocation to 

illegal activities is determined. Comparison of (1211), (13 11
), (14 11), 

15 The proofs of these propositions are entirely analogous to those 
presented for model'I once one notes that Ll = 0 implies D12 = D2l = O. 

o 

•••.•• ,.~ .......... ~ .... H .. H. , "u ..... ·· .. -•. ~." 
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.~;::".~.;.':.-

"(15 ") and (16") with inequalities (3' )-(7') above indicates that this 

specification of monetary equivalence functions has the effect 

of reducing the time allocation model given as (10) (or (9», to an 

analog of the simple portfolio model. 16 

The question remains as to whether or not it to re-

strict the preferences of offenders to such an extent. Only confronting 

the model with data can provide the answer.' And unlike many of, the models of 

economic theory, the large number of unambiguous predictions yielded 

by model II afford an excellent opportunity for empirical testing. 

This is particularly true due to the rather unorthodox predictions 

that the time spent in legal opportunities is independent of the struc-

ture of returns to illegal activity and that legal and illegal activity 

are gross complements. These results alone provide a strong basis for 

testing the model. 

o It is of interest to note that if Ll < 0 then tl = 0 and agai'n 

(as with the "internal" solution) the allocation to legal activities is 

invariant to the changes in returns and costs in the market for illegal 

activity. So the model predicts that there is no diminution in returns 

to illegal activity nor increase in the uncertainty of returns that will 

cause "professional criminals" (t~ = 0) to enter legal occupations. 

.. ·H>·· 

,~.·~I·· 

".: :.~t~~~~~r, . :{'~f~~~ 
:~!.:,:_~\t~,.: 

~-~~~~~ft .. ~~:;,;}: 
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general version of the Becker, Ehrlich and Sjoquist models .18 Yet 

both Ehr .. lich and Sj oquist report that legal and illegal activities 

are substitutes in their mode1i>, which is clearly inconsistent l-lith 

model II in its present form.19 The ,explanation lies in one 

additional assumption that was adopted by these authors, viz., that 

the time allocated to leisure is fixed and independent of the level 

of returns and costs in the markets for legal and illegal activities. 

In this case equations (11) above reduce to 

which will have an internal solution for Gz > Ll and FZ > Gz.- Ll • 

Then 

(ZO') at~/ap < 0 

(.21) 

. (21') 

18In Ehrlich (1973)~ cl :: H~ et
l ), cZ := Hi (t2), c3 := F i (t2); 

in Sjoquist (1973) cl :: g t
l

, C2 
:= i t 2 , c3 :: ~t2 and in Becker (1968), 

1 2 _-::: w c " " 
C + c = Y., and c- :: f .. There is a problem in analyzing Becker's 

. 'J' J 
model since it is only partially specified and contains no explicit 
decision variable. The implicit decision variable seems to be the 
number of offenses, OJ, since Becker states that his approa.ch implie~: 
existence of a/unction relating OJ to the probability of conviction 
and the punishinent among other things (see p. 177). Hriting OJ (t

2
) 

transforms ,the model into the time allocation frame\·:ork. The Becker 
model does not ih~luae legal alternati~es a~d hence ,monetary equiv~lents 
will be functions of only t

Z
) S and \~. 

19 T' ' , ne Becker model deals only Hith the market for illegal activities. 
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and as before 

(24) iff 

- 22-

> 
V" - 0 < 

o where J 3 is the Jacobian associated with equation (19) evaluated at ~, 

20 
equilibrium. Comparison of these expressions to equations (12'), 

(13'), (14'), (15') and (16") above indicates that fixing the 

allocation to leisure leaves the predictive cons.equences of model 'II 

un~hanged with respect to illegal behavior. Clearly, this will not 

be the case 'for the participation rate in legal endeavors. Since if , . 
0/ 0 € is an arbitrary parameter, then atl de = -at2/ae. Therefore 

(25) 

(27) 

(28) 

20Again, the 'proofs of these propositions are virtually ident1;cal· .. 
to those abq~e. Inequality (24) requires F be seperable as before. 
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(29) °1 .::. 0 atl ay < 

Finally note that 

and therefore 

< 
iff V" - 0 

> 

23 -

Once the leisure margin is fixed, legal and illegal activities become 

gross sUbstitutes and the model collapses into the simple portfolio 
, /1 

model of eQ~ations (1) - (7) above. 

To sUll1marize the results appearing in JGllis section, notice that 

if t3 denotes the time allocated to leisure awl e is any parameter 

which affects·only the distribution of returns and costs to illegal 
:j 

o . 0 ( activity, then 3t
2
/(le = -3t

3
/ae whenever t3 is .free t.o vary. Con-

trast the pairs (12),(12") ,.:.. (16),(16") with the pair (17'),(18').) Once 

the leisure margin is fixed, then d t~/ae: = -a t~/Cle:, where E is 

·any parameter in the model. (Contrast expres sions (20') - (23' ) with 

21 
expressions (25) - (28) and (30') with (31).) So these models are 

not time allocation models in any usual sense of the word. 1?u,t the 

o 
more ~mportant question is whether either model describes criminal be-

havior. Since eacl1 m9'dE:!1J'J:~v:j,,-,1es a number of unambiguous predictions·, 

..testing should be relatively straightforward. For example, one could 

begin by attempting to discriminate between the fixed and variable 

leisure margin versiorts of the nlodel. To test the fixed leisure mar-

2lThe condition atz/ae: = aCt: - to) / dE is preCisely analogous to 
axe /ae: = a(l - XO)/a€,lri the simple J1ortfolio mode.l. . 
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gin assumption one could test whether dtl/o€ + ot 2/0€ = 0, where ~ rep-

22 
resents any of' the parameters entering the model. If this assump-

tion is rejected, one could then proceed to test the twelve restrictions 

given as (12), (12") - (16); (16") and (17t) and (18') above. As we 

no'ted previously, special interest lies in testing the independence res-

trictions, inequalities (12) - (16), and the gross cbmplement~rity of 

legal and illegal activity, (18'), since these properties of model II 

are associated with a much smaller class of models than are the remaining 

properties. If' both versions of the model are rejected, one has evidence 

that the pref'erence restrictions utilized in Model II are inapPJ:lopriate. 

A more general model should be considered. 

MODEL III - THE ALLOCATION OF TIME TO ILLEGAL ACTIVITY: THE CASE OF 

BERNOULLI CONSEQUENCES 

!n this section we present a model which fully accounts for 

nan-monetary as'pects of both the time allocati<?n p:to~lem and the 

pen~lty. As the title of the section indicates, the model .~s 

concerned (as hav.e been the other models in this pcLper) with the 

special case where the consequences of illegal act:Lvity are Bernoulli 

22Notice that this means the rate of substitut;Lon between tl 
and t will always be constant and equal to unity" Or alternatl.vely 

-if t 2and t are interpreted as the time spent by.an individual in 
each10f two2occupations and ni €= (ot i lad (e/\) ,t' =1, 2, 

then the fixed leisure margin version of motiel I1 predicts that t~/t~' ~ 
-n IT] where € is .any parameter in the model. In, words ~ the relative sen-

2€ l€,· i 

siti"ity of the time al1oc,~t::Lon .to occupation two ,to changes in any 
parameter is give~by tge gbseived proportion of timeallocat.:::ed to 
the other occupatl.on, t 1 /t2 , 

I::;) 

(l 
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distributed. Using the notation developed above, Z(t1 ,t 2,S,1-l) 

represents the agent's utility indicator with S being a vector of 

attributes of the penalty. For interpretive convenience we assume 

here that S is a scalar, the length of the sentence if ,convicted. 

o 1 1 23 
It is natural to specify S = S + S (t2;0), S (0;0) E 0 and S2 > O. 

Th so . d h i 1 . e term 1S a constant an represents t e min rna prlson sentence 

for the class of activities in question. Analogous to above, we 

define So > 0 and S2a > O. The individual's problem is then to 

, , 

(9) {(1-p)Z(t
l
,t2,O,Ws )'+ pZ(tl ,t2 ,S,Wu)} 

subject to the condition tl + t2 + t3 = t; where Hs = L(t l ; 0) + G(t 2;a) 

Recall that the functions L, G and F contain 

only monetary aspects of the return to legal and illegal activity'and 

monetary aspects of the penalty, respectively, since here non-monetary 

aspects of the offense decision enter Z(o) dir~ctly .. 

FirSt order conditions for an internal maximum are 

(32) 

etc. 

2301', course it, is possible that Sl( 0;0) > 0, since ;Jeople do 
oncasionally receiye prison sente:nces for crimes the~T t:o not co:r!'211i t. 
lIote that the specification 82 (0;0) '; 0 also iPlplies the existence " 
of type 1 erl'or. r; 
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It is of considerable interest to calculate the effects on the 

time allocation to criminal activity of changes in the variollS para-

meters and to contrast these with the analogous calculations in models I and II. 

Straightforward but tedious computations reveal 

(34) (/ 

(35) 

\ .~ 
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And finally the effect on the time spent in criminal activity due 

to changes in the severity of punishment (as measured by the length 

of the sentence) ~s given by 

In expressions (33) (38), H == EZ and is the Jacobian associated 

with (32) evaluated at equilibrium. As would be expected, it is not 

possible to establish the sign o~' anyone 6f these comparative static 

derivatives unless one is w:i.lling to make much stronger assumptions 

about the preferences of offenders. 

The response of illegal activity to increases in illegal opportuni

ties," Clt
2

/Cla, and legal opportunities,' CltzlClo,'are composed of sto~has

tic counterparts to neoclassical substitution and income effects. (See 

Block and Heineke (1973, 19,75b». Even if one is willing to assume, that 

. illegal endeavors are inferior activities, it is not possible to sign 

these terms, although as usual the direct substitution effect is Signed . 

It is also interesting to note that the response of criminal activity to 

changes in sentence length, Clt
2

/Cla, may be written as in (38) as the sum 

o~\ two components: the first measures the response of t2 to a compensated 

.-" 
change in a ,a,11d is always negative; the latter measures the, response of 

t2 to a change ih the minimal sentence. 

(; 

The reader will recall that in both models I and II it ,{as shOlm that 

rI 
/) 

,i.) 
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if the penalty function '\o1as separable, increases in the disJ~ersiQn of 

returns to illegal endeavors led to detr~~~es in such activity if and 

" < only if the agent was risk averse and vice versa; i. e. j a t/ ay:; 0 

iff.U"':: 0 in those models. It can b~ shown' that in model III sign[U") 
> 

is neither neces sary nor s urfi ci ent for determining the allocati ve 

effects of changes in the dispersion of returns. 

In other words, if the utility function is left unrestricted vis 

a" vis specialized assumptions about monetary equivalents, then no con
ff 

elusions may be dra~~ concerning behavior toward risk by observing 

sign[at2 /ay]. This point is of interest due to the fact that sign[at
2
/ay] 

is eq~valent to determination of the responsiveness of offenses due to 

simultaneous and offsetting changes in the probability of conviction 

and in the severity of punishment. (See the discussion following inequal-

ity (7') above.) Therefore Becker's contention that the "common general-
',C 

ization" that a change in the;probabili ty of conviction has·. a greater 

effect on the number of offenses than a change in punisl:upent impli~s of-

fenders are, on average, risk takers, is not :t'orthcoming in a more i; 

general time allocation model in which naIl-monetary aspects the offense 

decision are left unrestricted~ In fact this "common generalization" 

> 
is consistent with Uww < O. 

I;. 

NODEL IV - THE ALLOCATION OF TINE TO ILLEGAL ACTIVITY: GENERALIZATIONS 

AND PROBLEMS 

Each of the models investigated in ~his paper~av~~;the C01llIIlOn attri

bute that there are but two consequences in the decision problem confron-

ting the offender. At first blush· this seems to be an eminently reasonable 

I, 
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char~tcte;rizatic>n of the problem. But is ,it? If the decision problem 

is viewed asa general time allocation problem, then Bernoulli conse-

quences imply the individual will either succeed on every offense under-

taken or fail on every .offense undertaken - a hopelessly unrealistic 

state of affairs. 

One suggestion for salvaging the time allocation model was given 

in Block artd Heineke (1975a) and amounts to replacing the Bernoulli den-

sity with a more general density function. Then, lettinll; A be a continu-

ous random variable defined on [O,lJ with distribution function K(A), 

t b ' 22 
11e choice problem posed as model III ' ecomes 

( 39) 

~ubject to S = SO + Sl and tl + t2 + t3 = t.ln (39) it is possi~le 

for the offender to "fail" on any portion of the total number of offen-

" J ces committed. Although such a formulation does incorporate' "partial 

success," a ubiquitous feature of the real world, se,!eral generalizations 

are badly needed. First, in model (39) only.monetary aspects of the 

penalty are stochastic. It is clear that in any realistic model of 
! 

criminal behavior, gains and penalties must be more generally stochastic. 

But even in such a model, a second and more difficult problem remains 

if, prison sentences are a possible penalty - a problem not usually ad-
\;\ 

d l d' 1 b 1 d 1 h' d' 'd 1 b h d d d lieSse ,~n a pr supp y mo e s: T e ~n ~v~ ua may e appre en e an 
\, 
'\\ 

";-.-,,,--------""""'---'---------II 
22,) (O! 

·itf A can assume but two values, say zero and one, and dK(A)!dA == k(A), 
thenk(l) = p, k(O) = l-p and the function k(·) reduces t'o the Bernoulli 
density. 
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Q 2J 0 
hence be unable to $upply the planned number of offenses. This predi-. 
cament arises not from an anomaly tmique to models of criminal choice, but 

(, 

instead is an intFinsicshortcoming of static models that could be re-

-medied by modeling the decision problem as a 'dynamic process in which 

realized consequences in period t are used to update the model and 

become the basis for decisions in period t + 1?4 

Other than a d;\Tnamic programming model, an additional possibility 

for circumventing the complications introduced by prison sentences is 

to view the individual's decision problem as either (i) that 

of choosing whether or not to commit any ~ offense or (ii) that of 

choosing t.he time allocation to any one:. offense. In the first instance 

the decision variable is discrete, assuming the values zero and one, 

-while in the latter, 0 :::' t2 .:: t as before. The distinction betwe~n 

these approaches is more than merely pedantic, since the qualitatIve 

implications of the two models differ substantially. If potential 

offenders view their decision problem as one of determining the' amount 

of time to allocate to an offense on an offense by offense basiS, than 

model III, expression ( 9), is appropriate and no qualitative implica-

tions are forthcoming without imposing strong restrictions on the pre-

23 
This is not to say that involuntary ~xit from the labor market does 
not occur in markets for legal skiJls, e.g., when the individual 
becomes too ill to vmrk, but inst~;ad that it is an insignificant 
aspect of the total problem in th~semarkets. 

24See Block, Heineke and SvTeeney (1977) for asibple dynamic .moael 
of the crimina10choi~e. 

I} 
0'-·1. 
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£~1"ences of offenders.
25 

On the other hand, if the decision problem 

is viewed as a special case df the "time allota tion problem in which the 

potential offender decides to either commit an offense or not on an 

. t} 

o~fense by offense basis, the~rstrong qualitative implications are 

forthcoming.
26 

In any event, the discussion points up the faet that 
. ' . 

further progress in modeling criminal behavior requires more effort 

be allocated to understanding the structure of the underlying decision 

process and less to the generation of ad hoc models. 

Summary and Conclusions 

The purpose of this paper was to provide some perspective on the 

problem of modeling the decisi~n problem 'of a potential offender. The 

eight years which have passed since the appearance of Becker's path-

breaking paper have seen several generalizations cf Becker's' framework. 

.The ..• papers of Allingham and Sandmo, Kolm, and tiingn have viewea the 

offense decision as essentially a portfolio decision. \~e saw that this 

specification leads to a number of testable implications. The papers 

of Ehrlich and Sjoquist have adopted Becker's notion of the monetary 

or wealth equivalent of the psychic costs of an offense, and if such ~ 

equivalences exist, there is no formal objection to this procedure. 

But if monetary equivalent functions are generally specified, there 

seems to be no conceivable advantage to be gained by ·the procedure. 

2;If th' . t .. . . 1S 1n erpretat10n 1S adapted, it would be desireable to treat 

26 

p as a function of t2 with pI (t
Z

) < O. Since for 'most individual~ 
it seems likely that the more tlme spent planning any given offense, 
the smaller \-7111 be the likelihood of fa.ilure. 

'.(his decision process is a time allocation problemi.!l the sense that 
the decision to commit an offense is a decision to allocate a fixed amount 
of time to illegal activity. If an offense takes t~ Ilhours; II then, under 

this interpret'ationeither t~= 0 or ~~=' t; ,. in cbntrast, to the 
tnode:ts investigated in this paper inlfhich t; do, ·t~. 

. . ~ 

.\1 
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Uext we :feund the medels ef Becker, Ehrlich' and; Sjequist rested upon 

rather streng, implicit assump-yiens abeut the functienal fopm ef lnone-

tary equivalences and hence abeut the nature ef the lli~derlying utility 

functien. In effect the assumptiens used in these nledels transferm the 

effensedecisien preblem into. a simple pertfelie problem. This medel 
.' 

prevides the theeretical underpinnings fer the qualitatively unambigueus 

theeries ef deterrence which have been reperted in the literature. ,. 

These results were reperted abeve as medel II and a special case ef 

medel II in. which the time allecated to. leisure is fixed. Beth ef 

these medels suppert the traditienal hypethesis cencerning the deter-

rent effects ef changes in the "gains" and 11 cests" ef crime. Net so. 

tradi tienal results ferthceming frem medels ,II include the nermality 

~f illegal activities in each medel; the independence ef legal label" 
, 

market decisiens frem all parameter shifts in illegal markets apd the 
• I 

cemplementarity ef legal and illegal activity, when the leisure margin 

is free to. vary; and if the allecatien to. leisure is fi~ed, the predic

tien that changes in label' ferce participatien rates, due to. any param-

eter shift, will be idemtical inmagni tude but ef eppesi te sign, to. 

changes in the ameunt ef time allecated to. illegal activity. 

In the final sectien we discussed several preblemswhich persist 

ence psychic cests have been mere generally acceunted fer. Fer one 

thing a time allecatien medel ~vith Berneullidistributed censequences 

implies the effender either succeeds er fails en every effense under-

taken .. Mere general "distribut.iens ef censequences eliminat7 thisdif-

ficulty.. One fundamental preblem remained: It ma~r net bepessible . 

fer the agent to.· carry eut hi.s plans if prisen sentences censti tute 

punishments. Several appreaclJes to. selving. this problem i-iere given, 
r,: • 

c· 
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Appendix 

Model I 

, By equation (3) 

(A-I) 
axo/awo = - (l-p) (U"(W )g + pU"(W )(g - f » /J

l
o, 

s x u x x 

, 
= (R(W)(l'-p)U"(W;)g + ROv) 'pU'(W )(g - f »)/J;L0 

s s x u u x x' 

= (R(W )A + R(W )B)/J
1
° 

s u 

where R(W ) = -U"(W )/U' (W) etc. Now A > 0, B < 0 and A =' -B by the 
s s s ' 

first order condition ~or an internal maximum. Since decreasing abso-

iute risk aversion implies R(W ) > R(W ) the numerator of (A - 1) ,is u s 

negative and axe/awe >0. It follows immediately that axo/aa > O. 

Also, since (g - f ) < 0 by the first order conditions, risk aversion x x 

alone implies axo/a~ < O. 

To show axo/ap <.0. rewrite the first Qrder condition as U" (Ws)gx: == 

p(U"(W)g - u' (W ) (g - f » and compare with the numerator of equation s x u x x 

(6) . 

Finally, from equation (7) we have 

(A-2.) 

.'. 



-- ",t 
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Substituting foraxo laa o and ax lap and rearranging yields 

" (A-3) = {peg -f,)U"(W)fa-pfo g (U'(W)-U'(W»/f + x x u.., ..,x s u 
ay 

= " {pfa (g - f) U (W) - g (U'(W) - U"(W ))If)IJ 0 
'.., x x u x s u 1 

if f(x;(3) = f
l

(x)f2«(3). The numerator of this expression is negative 

iff U" > 0 and positive if Un < O. Therefore if the penalty function is sepa-

0::> > 
rable,ax lay<.o iff U""< O. 

Procedures precisely analogous to those used thus far, will verify 

the results reported in footnote 6, for the case when U" > 0 and 

- aR/aw > 0.' 

C.' 

. . 




